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ABSTRACT
Mobile Ad Hoc Network faces the greatest challenge for better performances in terms of mobility
characterization. The mobility of nodes and their underlying mobility models have a profound effect on the
performances of routing protocols which are central to the design of ad hoc networks. Most of the
traditional routing algorithms proposed for ad hoc networks do not scale well when the traffic variation
increases drastically. To model a solution to this problem we consider a reinforcement learning based
routing algorithm for ad hoc network known as SAMPLE. Most the scalability issues for ad hoc network
performance investigation have not considered the group mobility of nodes. In this paper we model
realistic group vehicular mobility model and analyze the robustness of a reinforcement learning based
routing algorithm under scalable conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a group of mobile nodes which form an autonomous
system and are connected via wireless links to form a communication network [1]. A mobile ad
hoc network exhibits special set of characteristics like dynamic topologies, variable wireless link
capacity, limited energy resources and security services [2]. To achieve scalable performances
with respect to the above characteristics is one of the most important challenges of ad hoc
networks. To mimic the realistic movement of nodes in real world we visualize in terms of
mobility models. The mobility characteristics like speed, direction and its correlation with other
nodes leads to a major impact on the routing protocols which are central to the design of ad hoc
networks [3]. Many mobility models have been proposed in the study of ad hoc networks such as
Random Waypoint Mobility Model [4],[5],[27],[28] Steady State Random Waypoint [6],[29],
Gauss Markov Model [30],[31], Reference Point Group Mobility Model [25], Manhattan
Mobility Model [7],[8] and City Section Mobility Model [9]. In this paper we propose to study
the impact of these mobility models under scalable conditions by analyzing with appropriate
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mobility metrics. Most of the research in the direction of mobility models has been to characterize
the mobility of nodes individually. In this paper we extend the characterization of node mobility
for groups and propose a new realistic group vehicular mobility model for scalable ad hoc
network operations. For any form of network to be popular, it must exhibit scale economies. Thus
the average cost per user of the network declines as the number of users or host computer
increases [10]. A scalable application for mobile ad hoc network can be visualized as hundreds of
vehicles interacting with each other in a decentralized manner and moving across pathways or
lanes in cities [11]. The unique characteristics of mobile ad hoc networks impose a great
challenge in their practical realization. Most of the traditional routing algorithms for ad hoc
networks like Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [12], Ad- Hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV) [13], [14] and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [15] do not perform
well when tested under scalable conditions. To meet the challenges of routing in unpredictable
dynamic environments, we consider routing techniques based on reinforcement learning.
Reinforcement learning is an interesting methodology with application to routing in dynamic
networks. Here an autonomous agent takes actions in an environment and receives reward or
penalty for the same [16]. After a set of trial and error runs it learns the optimal policy and in the
process maximizes the total reward. Thus we consider one of the routing algorithms based on
reinforcement learning known as SAMPLE [17], [39]. SAMPLE is a routing protocol which
belongs to the class of on-demand routing protocols and uses collaborative reinforcement learning
(CRL), whereby agents interact with one another cooperatively to solve a distributed optimization
problem. To aid the routing protocols in this complex interplay of scalable mobile nodes forming
dynamic topologies, we propose a realistic group vehicular mobility model. The proposed
mobility model characterizes group mobility rather than mobility of individual nodes and is based
on movement of nodes along maps drawn from TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing) [18].
In Section 2 we discuss the related work and the motivation for our work. In Section 3 we
consider the various mobility models and analyze their impact under scalable conditions with
appropriate mobility metrics. Section 4 discusses the routing protocols considered for application
in scalable environments. In Section 5 we discuss the performance of routing protocols AODV
and SAMPLE for scalable environment under group mobility models and the proposed realistic
model. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
P Nurmi [19] in his work on applying reinforcement learning algorithms for ad hoc networks
modeled the problem where routing decisions of nodes not only depended on selfishness but also
on the energy level of nodes. In the simulation based investigation he considered only Random
Waypoint Mobility Model with 100 nodes. J Dowling et.al [17] applied collaborative
reinforcement learning to enable agents to apply reinforcement learning to solve optimization
problems in ad hoc networks. They considered only Random Waypoint Mobility Model with
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constant bit rate traffic of 4 packets per second. They did not consider group mobility model for
node mobility. V Naumov and T Gross [21] in their analysis of scalability of routing methods for
ad hoc networks investigated the performance of two routing protocols namely AODV and DSR.
They analyzed the limiting factor in terms of scalability of DSR caused by aggressive use of
cached information resulting in high number of administrative packets. They also concluded that
both the protocols showed poor performance in terms of high traffic load. They considered only
Random Waypoint Mobility Model. This served as a motivation to consider reinforcement
learning algorithm under scalable condition and consider the impact of scalability on different
mobility models. B J Kwak et.al. [20] in their work on scalability of ad hoc networks analyzed the
packet traffic at the center of the network. They concluded through their work that the packet
traffic at the center of the network was linearly related to the network size. F Bai et.al [22]
developed a framework IMPORTANT to evaluate the impact of mobility models on the
performance of routing protocols for MANET. Their results proved that routing protocol
performance vary across various mobility models. They developed suitable mobility metrics to
measure the impact of mobility models on routing protocols for MANET. Zhou B et.al. [23]
proposed a real track mobility model derived from the virtual track mobility model [24]. The
virtual track models the car movements along a graph where vertices are defined as switch
stations and edges as virtual tracks. Here nodes move in groups according to the Reference point
group mobility model (RPGM) [25]. The real track model applies the virtual track to real road
topologies. The goal of real track model is to mimic clustering of vehicles at intersections. In our
proposed mobility model we take the group characterization ahead and apply it to realistic maps
to model a scalable application of MANET and aid a reinforcement learning routing algorithm to
perform optimally under varying traffic and scalable ad hoc network environment.

3. MOBILITY MODELS
Mobility models are crucial for simulation based performance analysis of routing protocols as
they capture the movements of real mobile nodes [26]. The mobility models we consider for
realizations of scalable conditions are Steady State Random Waypoint Mobility Model
(SRWMM), Gauss Markov Model (GMM), Reference Point Group Mobility Model (RPGM),
Manhattan Mobility Model (MM) and City Section Mobility Model (CSMM). We also propose a
novel Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model (ROPGVMM)

3.1 Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model
Most of the research in mobility models has been in the individual characterization of mobile
nodes rather than as a group of nodes. One of the short comings of the City Section Mobility
Model is that the streets in the City Section are created by users and hence is only as realistic as
user’s imaginations. Thus we propose a mobility models that takes the best features of group
mobility and applies to vehicular motion of mobile nodes under realistic road conditions i.e. on a
realistic map of a US county. The Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility (ROPGVM) is
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an attempt to provide a mobility model for realistic scalable applications for MANET and also for
optimal performances of routing protocols. The realistic map of an important US county is taken
from the TIGER database [18] and converted to a model for simulation [32], [33]. The realistic
map is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A Realistic map depicting a street scenario for 1900 x 1900 region.
The algorithm for the proposed mobility model is as follows.
Algorithm: Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model
Input: Number of Nodes (N), Number of Groups (G), Speed Deviation and Angle Deviation
(A)
1. Read the input parameters like Nodes (N) and number of Groups (G)
2. Read the Speed Deviation and Angle Deviation by which individual nodes deviate from
their group leader.
3. Set the movement of the group leader at time t to the motion vector Vtgroup defined by our
vehicular trace file, 4 trace files for each scenario and for each group leader derived from a
realistic map defining the pathways for vehicular movement
4. The speed and direction of each group member deviating from its leader is given by
Vm(t)=Vl(t)+random() *SDR*max_speed
(2)
θm(t)=θl(t) + random() *ADR* max_angle.
(3)
where SDR is speed deviation ratio and ADR is angle deviation ratio
max_speed{10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60} and max_angle { 0, 2Π } in our experiment
5. Capture the movements of nodes with all the details in a trace file for NS-2 simulator.
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3.2 Mobility Metrics
We have considered the following mobility metrics from [22] for our analysis of mobility models.
• Average Link Duration: - This metric specifies the longest interval of time [t1, t2] for nodes i
and j forming the link (i, j). This is then averaged for all node pairs for all existing links
specifying the Equation 4

(4)
where P is no of tuples (i, j, t1) and LD (i, j, t1) ≠ 0

•

Average Relative Speed:- Relative speed is given by Equation 5.
RST (i, j, t) = |Vi(t) – Vj(t) |
(5)
where Vi(t) and Vj(t) is the velocity vector of node i and j at time t. The average value of
RST(i, j, t) is given by Equation 6.

(6)
where P is no of tuples (i, j, t1) and
•

(i, j, t1) ≠ 0

Average degree of spatial dependence: - It is a measure of the extent of similarity of
velocities of given two nodes not so far apart, given by Ds(i, j, t) and averaged over pair of
nodes and time instants and formalized by the Equation 7.

(7)
Where P is no of tuples (i, j, t1) and

(i, j, t1) ≠ 0

The analysis of mobility models [39] like Steady State Random Waypoint (SSRWMM),
Gauss Markov Mobility Model (GMM), City Section Mobility Model (CSMM), Manhattan
Grid Mobility Model (MHMM), Reference Point Group Mobility Model (RPGMM) and
Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model (ROPGVMM) are illustrated in Figure
2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Average Link Duration
In Figure 2 we observe that Manhattan Mobility Model and Gauss Markov Mobility model have
the poorest performance relatively as compared to other mobility models. This may possibly be
because of high relative speeds exhibited by them and also because of the opposite motion of the
nodes in mobility models like Manhattan and City Section. The Random Waypoint Mobility
Model with its steady state properties is seen to perform better as compared to Gauss Markov
model. The two mobility models which outperform all other mobility models are Reference Point
Group Mobility Model and Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model. This is
because the nodes in these mobility models deviate by a small percentage from their group leader
and their existing links continue to be maintained. This is more relevant in case of Realistic
Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model where the nodes move in a fixed manner along the
streets of a realistic map and hence the better performance. The Realistic Group Vehicular Model
outperforms Reference Point Group Model its nearest competitor by 61%
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Figure 3. Average Relative Speed
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In Figure 3 it is observed that Manhattan Grid Mobility Model exhibits a high relative speed as
compared to other mobility models. This is because of the movement of nodes in opposite
direction along the pathways. The average relative speed is least for Reference Point Group
Mobility Model since nodes move in co-ordinated fashion along their group leader. The reading
of average relative speed is medium for Steady State Random Waypoint Mobility Model. The
Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model exhibits a higher average relative speed to
the tune of 99% as compared to Reference Point Group Mobility Model. This may be since that
Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model mimics vehicular mobility models and
there may be nodes which are moving in opposite direction to cause this effect.
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Figure 4. Average Spatial Dependency
It is observed in Figure 4 that Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model outperforms
all other mobility models, it also outperforms Reference Point Group Mobility model by 99%.
The poor performance of Reference Point Group Mobility Model may be due to the large
topology size where nodes may be separated out resulting in network partition and low spatial
dependency. Also in case of mobility models which mimic vehicular models we observe that
Manhattan Grid Mobility Model outperforms City Section Mobility model. The Steady State
Random Waypoint Mobility Model also exhibits very poor performance in case of average spatial
dependency.
From the results we observe that Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model
outperforms all mobility models. It even outperforms its nearest competitor Reference Point
Group Mobility Model. As for our investigation we are characterizing group mobility rather that
characterization of individual mobility we consider the two mobility models Realistic Optimized
Group Vehicular Mobility Model and Reference point Group Mobility Model. Also these two
mobility models have better performance results in terms of mobility metrics considered.
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4. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANET FOR SCALABILITY
We consider the two routing protocols AODV and SAMPLE for investigation under scalable
environments.

4.1 Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
The AODV [13] is an improvement over DSDV [12] as it is an on-demand routing protocol and
strives to minimize the number of broadcasts for route discovery. AODV is considered as a defacto standard for routing under MANET and is thus considered for experimental purposes under
scalable environments. The factors that favor AODV under scalable conditions are low overhead,
as AODV contains in its packet header only the destination address. Also the route reply packets
contain only the destination address and sequence numbers and also contribute to low overheads.
Similarly the memory overhead is low as AODV requires knowing only the next hop information
to make routing decisions. AODV is among a few routing protocols that supports multicasting.
On the other hand the factors which constraint AODV performance under scalable conditions are
its requirements for the use of symmetric links, its considers links as discrete in contrast to
SAMPLE which considers them as continuous based on historical significance. Furthermore
AODV restricts the number of route discovery attempts [35]. This becomes problematic in
scenarios where there is less than 1/3rd success rate resulting in the failure of route discovery
process. This problem arises when a critical link serves as a bridge between the two subnetworks, a situation often encountered in vehicular networks.

4.2 SAMPLE
To overcome the challenges posed by traditional routing algorithms like AODV [13], DSR
[15] and TORA [36] for scalable vehicular network applications for MANET, we consider
SAMPLE [17] which is an example of collaborative reinforcement learning routing algorithm.
The reason to consider SAMPLE for scalable MANET operations is that it tries to optimize
network operations in an adaptive manner. SAMPLE routing protocol is based on generalization
of, model based reinforcement learning technique known as Prioritized sweeping [37],[38].
SAMPLE routing protocol does not distinguish between separate control and data messages. This
concept proves to be advantageous as only the size of packet is increased in contrast to sending of
additional packets in a wireless network. In mobile ad hoc networks where congestion is a norm,
some of the links may be down. AODV treats these congested links in a discrete fashion, whereas
SAMPLE treats them in a continuous fashion and uses historical data in order to distinguish
between a broken links from temporarily congested links.

4.3 Modelling Reinforcement Learning Based Routing Algorithm for Scalability
In our investigation of SAMPLE under scalable conditions we consider group mobility for
optimization of performance of the routing protocols. Thus we consider two mobility models
Reference Point Group Mobility Model (RPGM) and Realistic Optimized Group Mobility Model
(ROPGVMM) whose mobility metrics exhibited superior performances as compared to other
mobility models.
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5. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT FOR SCALABLE CONDITIONS
NS-2 simulator ver. 2.26 from [40] has been used for scalable performance analysis of routing
protocols like AODV and SAMPLE. The underlying MAC Protocol is defined by IEEE 802.11.
Continuous bit rate (CBR) traffic sources are used. The mobility models used are the Reference
Point Group Mobility (RPGM) Model and Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility
(ROPGVMM) Model in a rectangular field. The field configurations are 1920 x 1920 m. The
traffic generator script called cbrgen.tcl was used to generate CBR scenario of 15 sources at the
rate of 4.0 kbps. The number of nodes in the simulation environment was 200 nodes. At least 5
scenarios files for RPGM and 5 scenario files for ROPGVMM at different maximum speed of 5,
10, 15, 20, 25 sec were used for testing protocols like AODV and SAMPLE. We also extend the
simulation based studies by varying the number of traffic sources i.e. 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 at the
max speed of 25 sec to test protocol performances under increasing traffic sources at high speed.

5.1 Routing Protocol Performance Metrics
The metrics for evaluating the performance of AODV and SAMPLE over Reference Point Group
Mobility Model and Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model are as follows as used
by Broch [5] for detailed routing protocol performance analysis.
•

Packet delivery ratio – The ratio between the numbers of packets originated by the
application layer to those delivered to the final destination.

•

Path optimality (Average End-End Delay) – The difference between the number of hops
a packet took to reach its destination and the length of the shortest path that physically
existed through the network when the packet was originated.

The packet delivery ratio and path optimality metrics are important for best-effort traffic. The
routing overhead metric evaluates the efficiency of the routing protocol. We could not apply
routing overhead metric as SAMPLE does not distinguish between data and routing messages.

5.2 Scalable Simulation results
The results after simulating SAMPLE and AODV under scalable conditions are illustrated in
Figure 5 (a) , Figure 5 (b) and Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b).
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Figure 5 (a) Packet Delivery Fraction for AODV and SAMPLE for scalable conditions under
varying max speed
In Figure 5(a) we observe that both the routing protocols AODV and SAMPLE have relatively
optimal performances. Also the reason for improved performances was that the mobility metrics
for RPGM and ROPGVMM were superior in terms of average link duration. This has contributed
to superior performances in realistic city scenario where there may be a possibility of nodes
moving in opposite direction. The high level of spatial dependency exhibited by ROPGVMM
where nodes move in cluster around the group leader has contributed towards the superior
performance of reinforcement based learning algorithm SAMPLE and its competitor AODV. In
case of ROPGVMM, AODV initially has relatively low packet delivery fraction and then settles
to ideal scenario. The performances of packet delivery fraction which indicates the robustness of
a routing protocol is similar on both the mobility models.
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Figure 5(b) Average End-End Delay for AODV and SAMPLE for scalable conditions under
varying max speed
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In Figure 5(b) we observe that the average end-end delay for SAMPLE routing protocol is
relatively inferior on both mobility models RPGM and ROPGVMM. AODV prefers least
congested routes by replying to the first route request packet and does not consider the route
length. Thus we observe that AODV exhibits lower delay on both mobility models. SAMPLE on
the other hand tries to balance route discovery versus exploitation and thus sometimes may have
to choose suboptimal paths resulting in a low average end-end delay.
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Figure 6(a) Packet Delivery Fraction for AODV and SAMPLE for scalable conditions under
varying traffic sources
In Figure 6(a) we extend our simulation based studies under varying traffic conditions. We
observe that the performances of SAMPLE on ROPGVMM match the performances of AODV
on RPGM in terms of packet delivery fraction. However the performance of AODV dips as the
rate of cbr sources increases on the ROPGVMM. The performance of SAMPLE on ROPGVMM
remains stable and outscores AODV under 20 and 25 cbr sources by 4%. Thus we can observe
that under scalable conditions under varying traffic and high speed conditions, SAMPLE protocol
maintains a stable performance and slightly outperforms AODV protocol under specific scenarios
of 20 and 25 cbr sources.
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Figure 6(b) Average End-End Delay for AODV and SAMPLE for scalable conditions under
varying traffic sources
In Figure 6(b) we observe that under RPGM mobility model AODV outperforms SAMPLE
routing protocol in terms of average end-end delay. In case of the ROPGVMM we observe that
AODV for low number of traffic sources outscores SAMPLE. But as the number of CBR sources
increases the average end-end delay stabilizes for SAMPLE, but is seen to grow exponentially for
AODV. Thus on the realistic model ROPGVMM, which we have proposed, SAMPLE end-end
delay metric stabilizes under scalable conditions with high speed and varying traffic conditions

6. CONCLUSION
For any type of network to be popular it must exhibit scale of economies. Thus in our endeavour
we emphasized on scalable applications for mobile ad hoc networks. We consider that mobility
models play a vital role in the dynamic of ad hoc networks as they mimic the real world. Most of
the research in ad hoc networks has been towards the individual characterization of mobile node.
In our work we emphasized on group characterization of mobile nodes. We also proposed a new
mobility model which extends the important characteristics of group mobility and applies it to
vehicular motion of mobile nodes derived from realistic maps. This mobility model would help us
to visualize the scalable application of MANET. In our analysis of mobility models on various
metrics, it was observed that the two group mobility models Reference Point Group Mobility
Model (RPGM) and Realistic Optimized Group Vehicular Mobility Model (ROPGVMM)
performed relatively better as compared to the other mobility models. Thus for further
experimentation both RPGM and ROPGVMM were considered. As routing protocols are central
to the design of ad hoc networks, we considered two routing protocols namely AODV and
SAMPLE. AODV is the de facto standard for routing in MANETs and has proven capabilities
under varying environments. SAMPLE is an example of reinforcement learning algorithm and
was our main focus of investigation to achieve its optimal performances under scalable
environments. In scalable conditions both protocol performed similar in terms of packet delivery
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fraction. The average end-end delay of SAMPLE exhibited slightly poor performance; however
under varying traffic conditions it exhibited more stable performance. Thus we can further our
work on a reinforcement learning approach as a routing solution for a scalable realistic
applications of mobile ad hoc networks.
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